Abstract: This paper describes the application of a model reduction technique based on proper orthogonal decomposition for the modelling of the dynamics of an industrial glass feeder. A technique of missing point estimation is proposed to enhance the computational speed. For a rather complex change of operating conditions, it is shown that the method infers low complexity models of high accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
Among many glass products, the quality and specifications of container glass mainly depends on the operating conditions of glass melts in industrial glass furnaces. A schematic figure of a glass furnace is given in Figure 1 . A typical furnace consists of a melting tank, a working end and a feeder section. The feeder is located between the refiner, where bubbles in molten glass are released and the spout or the glass outlet point, which consists of a dosing mechanism. In the glass melt feeder, the temperature of the glass melt is controlled before the glass exits at the spout where a uniform temperature distribution is desired for the forming process of the glass products. Industrial glass melt feeders are designed to produce glass of different colors, different weights and different viscosity. Among many physical variables, especially the temperature in the melt need to be controlled very tightly both in time as well as in each position of the feeder.
A most critical change of operating conditions of industrial glass feeders involves a color change in the glass melt. Indeed, such a change effects density, viscosity, redox values, conductivity and absorption coefficients, to mention only a few physical parameters.
The control of such a change of operating conditions is a difficult task, especially because the dynamical response of control variables is not, or only partly, understood and because the large transient behavior of such changes have a prolonged effect on the overall performance of the system. A better understanding of the process dynamics for this kind of changes is therefore necessary.
In this paper we consider the reduced order modelling of the temperature changes during color changes in a glass melt feeder. For this we apply the method of proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) which receives increasing interest for industrial applications. The focus on POD techniques for obtaining low complexity models for highly complex dynamic operating conditions of processes is motivated by a number of arguments. Firstly, the POD method is largely application independent. Secondly, the method results in reduced order models that are highly accurate and of very low complexity. Thirdly, unlike many other methods of model approximation the POD technique captures relevant dynamics of the system in a small number of basis functions by explicitly using observed time series or simulated responses of the system. As such, the method is data dependent. Fourthly, the separation of spatial and temporal dynamics in reduced order models allows a perfect basis for control system design.
In this paper we will apply the POD reduction technique to an industrial glass feeder in describing the dynamics of a setpoint change of a glass feeder from a melt for green container glass to a flint (uncolored) container glass melt. In Section 2 we discuss the model of the feeder. The POD technique is explained in Section 3. Section 4 provides the results of the data acquisition, and reduced order modelling. Conclusions are deferred to Section 6. In general, the glass melt flow in the feeder can be considered as an incompressible and laminar flow. The governing equations for the feeder are NavierStokes equations that describe the velocity field in each direction as well as the pressure field p and the energy equations for the temperature field T (Bird et al., 1960) . The Navier-Stokes equations are solved for the glass media only, while the energy equations are solved for heat transfer in the glass melt media, through the feeder walls, and heat transfer from the crown to the melt surface.
The temperature distribution T (x, t) in the feeder is described by the following PDE:
where ρ is the density, which is temperature dependent for glass, c p is the heat-capacity, κ is the heat conductivity which is also temperature dependent for glass, and q is the external energy sources applied to the feeder. A complete dynamical model of the feeder is based on Navier Stokes equations for incompressible and laminar flows (Versteeg and Malalasekera, 1995) and includes energy conservation equations, momentum equations, and mass balance equations.
The physical properties (TNO Institute of Applied Physics, 2003) of the green and flint glass are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2 . Most physical parameters of the glass melt are functions of temperature. See also (Stanek, 1977) , (Beerkens et al., 1997) and (Günther and Currie, 1980) . To solve the equations numerically over the spatial domain X and a finite discrete time domain T, the feeder is divided into 7128 grid points. Some grid points act as boundary points, where the Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions are imposed. These boundary points belong to the input terms. The number of non-boundary points is 3800. Hence, the numerical calculation involves the time evolution of T (x, t) to be computed simultaneously in 3800 positions.
MODEL REDUCTION BY PROPER ORTHOGONAL DECOMPOSITION

Construction of basis functions
The method of proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) amounts to choosing an optimal basis of the space in which the physical variables reside. For the application of this paper, we consider temperatures T defined on a spatial domain X and a temporal domain T. It is assumed that for any time t ∈ T, the spatial temperature distribution T (·, t) mapping X to R, belongs to a known separable Hilbert space X. This means that for some countable index set I (finite or infinite) there exists a minimal basis {ϕ i } i∈I of X, that is orthonormal in the sense that the inner product ϕ i , ϕ j is 1 if i = j and 0 otherwise. In particular, for any such basis the spatial temperature distribution T (·, t) ∈ X (often referred to as the tth snapshot) admits a unique expansion of the form
where a i (t) := ϕ i , T (·, t) are the (Fourier) coefficients or the modal coefficients of the expansion (2). The existence and uniqueness of expansions (2) is therefore the consequence of the assumption that the snapshots belong to a space equipped with the mathematical structure of an inner product. A time averaging operator is a linear function av :
For discrete time sets T of finite cardinality L one may define, for instance,
Now suppose that an ensemble of snapshots T (x, t) with x ∈ X and t ∈ T is observed, simulated or obtained in an experimental way. The aim will be to accurately approximate T by an expansion that has considerably less terms than (2). An orthonormal basis {ϕ i } i∈I of X is said to be a POD basis with respect to the observed data T if the Fourier coefficients
), whenever i < j. A POD basis then has the property that for any n > 0 the partial sum
is an optimal approximation of T in the sense that the time-averaged approximation error
with · the norm induced by the inner product ·, · is minimal among all nth order approximations of the data and among all possible minimal orthonormal bases of X. It is important to observe that a POD basis is data dependent. That is, different data yield different bases. On the other hand, different n do not require different bases for (4) to be optimal (Holmes et al., 1996) .
If both X and T have finite cardinality, say K and L, then a POD basis is easily constructed from a singular value decomposition of the K × L data matrix T whose entries T i j = T (x i , t j ). Specifically, let X = R K be the Hilbert space with inner product x 1 , x 2 := x 1 x 2 and suppose that (3) defines the time averaging operator. Let T = be a singular value decomposition of T. Then the jth POD basis function is given by ϕ j (x i ) := i j , where x i is an arbitrary element in X and j = 1, . . . , K .
For arbitrary Hilbert spaces X a POD basis is obtained by constructing the data-correlation map C : (·, t) ). Then the POD basis are the (normalized) eigenfunctions of C, provided that the operator av commutes with the inner product.
Construction of modal coefficients
Once the basis functions have been extracted from the data T , then the coefficient functions a i (t) := ϕ i , T (·, t) can be obtained in quite a number of manners. We consider three approaches here.
Galerkin projections. Suppose that the evolution of T is governed by a partial differential equation
where
∂t i is a pth order polynomial differential operator and R(·) is a (nonlinear) partial differential operator in the spatial variable. Then the modal coefficients are obtained by requiring that the Galerkin projection of the residual L(T n )− R(T n ) with T n the partial sum (4) onto the space spanned by ϕ i with i = 1, . . . , n vanishes. That is,
Given the basis functions ϕ i , and n ≥ p, the condition (6) leads to an n-th order ordinary differential equation in the coefficients a i (t) given by
where i = 1, . . . , n. This defines the dynamics of the model.
Missing point estimation.
The coefficients a i (t) may be inferred from partial information on the spatial domain. Let X 0 be a strictly proper subset of X which we will refer to as a mask. Let X 0 ⊂ X be the Hilbert space of the restricted mappingsT := T | X 0 with T ∈ X and letφ i = ϕ | X 0 be the restrictions of the basis functions. Note thatφ i , i ≥ 1, will be a basis for X 0 , but in general this will be neither a minimal nor an orthonormal one. Given an orthonormal basis {ϕ i } K i=1 of X and a measurementT on the mask X 0 , the objective is to estimatẽ
by minimizing the least squares error
overã i (t) for t ∈ T. By deriving E(t) in (8) toã i (t)
and set the derivation to zero, we obtain the optimal estimation ofã i (t) asã i * (t):
By solving (9), we obtain the estimate of T by settinĝ
We will refer toT n as the missing point estimation of T , based on n modes. The problem of point selection amounts to characterizing masks X 0 of fixed dimension, say, so that the missing point estimationT n based on the measurementT = T | X 0 ×T provides a good estimate of T .
In a criterion is proposed for the selection of such points. The criterion is based on the correlation of the output energy over the spatial domain. Precisely, define for each point
(10) Then, for k = 1, . . . , K , define e k by setting:
where the norm E is defined as
Then e k in (11) represents the total output correlation obtained by ignoring the point x k ∈ X. The point with smallest e k is the one that maximizes the output energy, i.e., the one which is most relevant in comparison with other points. Let us re-index the points in X as
After this ordering, we will choose the mask X 0 = {x k 1 , · · · , x k }. In addition, the re-ordering may take the conditioning of the incomplete basis into account (See (Astrid, 2004) ).
The reduced order model by the MPE technique is constructed by projecting the restricted POD basis˜ onto the equations governing the points in X 0 . Hence, the termT (x, t) in (9) is replaced by the equation of T located at x.
RESULTS
Collection of data
The color change will significantly change the physical properties of the glass melt. If green container glass melt is replaced by flint (transparent) container glass melt, the heat conductivity will change by a factor 8. The reduced order model will need to take these significant changes into account. If the reduced order model is derived from simulation data where the color change from green to flint is not simulated, then the reduced order model cannot be expected to accurately capture the color change dynamics.
In this application we focus on the reduced order modeling of the temperature during the color change. The green container glass melt in the feeder is assumed to be initially under the steady state condition with constant pull rate of 80 tons/day and the nominal crown temperature distribution (the inputs) as depicted in Figure 3 . The crown temperature of each zone is varied as shown in Figure 3 . Figure 4 shows the comparison between the results of the reduced order model and the original model for the measured temperature profiles at the glass melt surface. The points T 1 and T 2 are the measurement points at the surface and the points T 4 to T 5 are the measurement points at the outlet of the furnace. The simulated conditions are the same as when the data was collected. From Figure 4 , it is clear that the reduced order model can capture the dynamics of the original model quite well.
Validation of reduced order model
The plot of the average absolute error for every grid point is given in Figure 5 . The highest value of the absolute error is about 0.08 (in Kelvin), observed in the glass melt. The temperature variations in the glass melt during the simulation is about 20 K. Hence, the deviation of the reduced model from the original model accounts for less than 0.5% of the temperature changes. The operating temperature of the glass melt feeder is around 1480 K and the effective heat conductivity of the green container glass is varying around 7 W/m.K. For this operating temperature, the flint container glass melt has an effective heat conductivity of around 84 W/m.K. The drastic change of the glass melt heat conductivity will change the temperature distribution in the glass melt and the resulting transient changes can be captured quite well by the reduced order model.
Acceleration by missing point estimations
Despite the reduction of complexity, the reduced order model turns out to be about 2.3 times faster in calculation time than the original model. To construct a faster reduced order model, the method of missing point estimation (MPE) as described in section 3.2 is applied.
The selected points X 0 of the spatial grid consists of the union of two sets. The first being all points adjacent to the points in which on which the crown temperature, inlet temperature and pull rate are defined (the 'excitation points' in the feeder, 265 in total).
The second being those points that minimize the MPE criteria as proposed in section 3.2. Since the feeder is symmetric along its width (z-direction), only 1635 points qualify for this.
The value of the criterion e k is calculated for all 1635 candidate points and shown in Figure 6 . Based on these values, the mask X 0 is then defined by the locations of the 265 excitation points and a number of extra points points which are chosen such that the condition number of˜ (X 0 ) ˜ (X 0 ) is close to 1 with
Based on the condition numbers, 400 additional points have been selected to define a mask X 0 of 665 points.
The comparisons between the original model, POD model with 18 basis functions, POD-MPE with 665 points and 18 basis functions, and POD-MPE with 465 points and 18 basis functions are depicted in Figure 7 for T 1 and T 2 at the surface. To evaluate the performance of the MPE reduced models, we impose random excitation signals at the crown temperature zones. This condition is different to the condition used to derive the POD basis. The random excitation signal is shown in Figure. 8 and applied to all zones. The responses of the temperature T 1 and T 2 of both the original and the MPE model with 465 points are shown in Figure. 9. It is obvious from Figure. 9 that the MPE model can still follow the original dynamics quite well despite the fact that the excitation signals are completely different. The absolute error average at these locations account for less than 0.5 • C, which is still acceptable for temperature variations of about 8 • C.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper discusses the reduced order modelling of a glass melt feeder for estimations of the temperature distribution in the glass melt and in the refractory walls. The method of proper orthogonal decomposition is applied to the original feeder model and the results show excellent performance of a reduced order model consisting of only 18 modes. The reduced order model is considerably less complex, but nonlinear, and still computationally expensive. It is for this reason that we also implemented a method of missing point estimation to enhance the computational speed of the reduced order model. Details of the latter method are described in .
